2021 Annual Meeting

Get ready for the Annual Membership Meeting on Thursday, March 11th!

Things will look different this year because of COVID-19, but we are working out the details based on local and federal mandates that will guide us in keeping our members, staff and board safe and healthy. We will be communicating the specifics as soon as our plan is in place. While things may look and feel different, you can be assured that we understand how important this meeting is to you, the member-owners, and will do everything we can to provide you with important information about your co-op.

Members will receive an annual meeting notice and proxy in the mail prior to the meeting. Notifications will also be published in the Powell Tribune and Cody Enterprise.

This year, we have two directors whose terms are expiring: Scott Smith and Spencer George.

What is the function of the Board of Directors?

A rural electric cooperative board, working within the established by-laws, manages the business and affairs of the corporation. These duties include, but are not limited to: strategic planning, writing policies, reviewing the budget, and entering into contracts. Board members also stay informed on current industry and legislative issues that may have an impact on the cooperative. The Board ensures the corporation shall at all times be operated on a non-profit basis for the mutual benefit of its patrons.

It is important for each Director to recognize, understand, and believe in the Seven Cooperative Principles: Voluntary and Open Membership, Democratic Member Control, Members’ Economic Participation, Autonomy and Independence, Education, Training, and Information, Cooperation Among Cooperatives, and Concern for Community. This set of core principles and values separates cooperatives from other business models by putting the needs of the members first.
Capital Credits

One of the benefits of being a member of Garland Light & Power Co. is that you are also an owner. Your ownership is reflected in any excess margins the cooperative might have at the end of the year, above and beyond the cost of providing electricity to you.

These excess margins are tracked through what we call “capital credits.” Each member of the cooperative is allocated their share of capital credits or excess margins based on their patronage provided to the cooperative each operating year. These capital credits are held as equity in the cooperative and provide financial stability to the company for many years into the future.

Each year the Board of Directors reviews the financial position of the cooperative and makes a decision on whether or not to “retire” capital credits back to the membership.

When capital credits are retired, they are sent back to the member in the form of a check. Capital credits are retired back on a FIFO (first in-first out) basis. The accounting term “FIFO” means that the members who first provided the equity to the company will be the first ones to get their equity back.

Each time during the capital credit retirement process, we find that some portion of the contact information for those who are to receive a capital credit check is no longer valid; leaving the company a limited amount of information to return the equity back to the contributing patron.

Below is the most recent list of individuals or organizations that have an unclaimed capital credit payment. We appreciate your help in returning these margins to the contributing patrons or their rightful heirs. Should you find your name listed or if you can provide helpful and specific information regarding a listing, please call us at 307-754-2881.

Additional contact information needed for:

- Adams, Ed
- Adams, Ted
- Allison, Terry
- Axelson, Inc.
- Ayers, William
- Badura, Ina
- Baird, C.W.
- Baker, Cory
- Baker, Jared
- Bales, Mike
- Barela, Gilbert
- Barnhill, James
- Barragan, Luis
- Barrows, Gordon
- Bass Fiddle Ranch
- Beebe, Kenneth
- Bell, Harold
- Berry, Crystal
- Beslanowitch, Herb
- Betz, Allison
- Billionis, Tom
- Blackburn, Charlene
- Branson, W.G.
- Braunworth, Tina
- Bristol, Debbie
- Brown, Stacey
- Brown, Rick & Pam
- Buhler, Edward & Bonnie
- Burrs, Dan
- Butane Power & Equipment
- Calvert, Jarred
- Capron, Bill
- Carlson, Rebecca
- Car Parlor, Inc.
- Carpenter, Robert
- Caudill, Janet
- Cervantes, Enedina
- Cervantes, Julio
- Cheatham, Dwain
- Childress, Don
- Christensen Farms Inc.
- Clarke, Delores
- Claus, Travis
- Cline, Arthur
- Cody, Delbert
- Coleman, Teri
- Collier, Mike
- Colvin, Beau
Cordes, William
Cottrell, Dale
Cowart, Lucky
Cox, Mable
Cozzens, Evan
Cranley, Harry
Cubbage, Anna
Davila, Cristoval
Davis, Don
Delacruz, Carlos
Dillon, Elmer
Doerr, Tom
Dorman, Jerry
Dover, Michael
Draper, Chuck
Dunham, Lezle
Dvarishkis, Richard
Ellis, Melanie
Ellison, Robert
Energy West Wyoming
Evans, Bev
Farwell, Albert
Feyhl, Sandra
Foulger, Blair & Norene
Fouts, Howard
Frencilo, Mike
Gallagher, Sharon
Garcia, Jose
Geck, Jo Ellen
Ginest, Pat
Gobble, Christine
Gonzales, Carols
Graham Motor Co.
Griffith, Michele
Frank, Kimberly
Hamel, Dale
Hardee, Margaret
Hare, Tom
Hayek, Scott
Heath, John
Heath, Ted
Heintz, Duane
Henricks, Carrol
Holder, Tim
Holso, Daniel
Houser, Mari
Howard, Rae D
Hulbert, Gordon
Hulbert, Martin
Hyatt, Charles
Iron Horse Ranch

Johnson, Gayla
James, Kyle
Jenkins, Vaughn
Johnson, James
Johnson, Ruth
Jones, Betty
Joy, Donald
Judd, Stephen
Kasper, Jeffery
Kelso, Becky & Roger
Killian, Hugo
King, Tonya
Kirkenslager, Richard
Klein, Patrick
Kline, Allen
Knopp, Larry
Krone, Warren
Kukuchka, Albert
Kutsch, Don
Kuzara, Mike
Kwiecinski, Eric
Landers, Tiffany
Lapp, Shelli
Leach, Stacey
Leblanc, Brett
Lee, Dale
Lemons, Roger
Lennon, Ann
Lentz, Leah
Lesher, Kim
Lewis, Tim
Lord, Ted
Manzo, Sal
Marker, Charles
Martin, Grant & Linda
Mayfield, Wendy
McCaughin, James
McCausland, Robert
McKay, Patrick
Mennell, Patricia
Menuey, Richard III
Mettes, Rik
Metzer, Brent & Jennel
Miller, Dennis
Miller, Edward
Miller, Roger
Moore, Mary
Moore, Nellie
Moore, Virginia
Morrow, Richard
Mullendore, Clint
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Myers, Terry
Nielsen, M.C.
Nielsen, E.M.
Nelson, Faith
Norman, Don
Oschmann, Mary
Oram, Trent
Ortiz, Abel
Ozburn, Jack
Parker, Larry
Payne, Stephen
Peabody, Sharon
Peart, Audrey
Peterson, Beth
Peterson, Chris
Petro-Log, Inc
Pickard, Robert
Prell, Donald
Prestwood, Mike
Ranschau, Claire
Ransom, Bruce
Raymond, Mark
Robison, Melanie
Romango, Erick
Rush, S. Todd Jr.
Ryule, Hanna
Sanders, Jason
Schaefler, Linda
Schmidt, Sheila
Schmitz, Mark
Schweighart, Denise
Scott, Don
Scott, Wayne
Seely, Shannon
Sell, William
Sharp, Johney
Shelton, Anthony
Sherman, Frank
Sherman, Thomas
Sherman, Susan
Shoshone Board & Care
Shumway, Ed
Shumway, Joyce
Smith, Patty
Smith, R.C.
Smith, Wendy
Sparks, W.A.
Steiner, Clifford
Stenic, John
Sterling, David
Stewart, David
Stingley, Mariela
Sullivan, Ken
Summers, Jerry
Sutton, Wesley
Szatkowski, Marie
Tanner, Randy
Tears, R.C.
Teuscher, John
Thiel, Pearl
Thomas, John
Thomas, Roy
Thompson, Jay
Thornburg, Mark
Tipton, Judith
Tolman, Ethel
Trojanowski, F & R
Trotter, Sylvia
Tucker, Robert
Uttenhove, Art
Vance, Ola
Vaughn, David
Verdon, Robert
Vertz, Randall
Wahlbrink, Matt
Wallace, Russell
Walsh, Edward
Waymire, Jeff
Weber, Ty
Wheeler, Carl
White, Julie
Welch, yancy
Wilkerson, Faye
Willis, Sherry
Wilson Supply Co.
Wimmer, Jim
Winters, Marilyn
Wolff, Boyce
Woodard, Tim
Wright, Richard
Yates, Wade
Zickefoose, Laurie